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Company news 

 

Vistry Group (VTY, 732p, £2,531m)  

Formed from the merger of Bovis Homes and housebuilding and partnerships divisions of Galliford Try (GFRD). 

Has commenced a recommended shares and cash offer for Countryside Partnerships (CSP). FY (Dec) results. 

Completions +7.9%, 11,951; rev +14%, £3,073m; adj PBT +21%, £418m; stat PBT -22% £248m (exceptionals of 

£57m for integration and £97m for fire safety actions); adj EPS +10%, 138p; div -8.3%, 55p; net cash, £118m, 

“ahead of our expectations” (FY 21, £235m). Trading: Housebuilding delivered “controlled volume growth” of 

3% to 6,774; margins rose from 22.3% to 23.4% “despite challenging market conditions”. Partnerships 

completions +18%, 2,455; margins, 10.7% (9.2%) (capital-light partnerships model has much higher ROCE than 

housebuilding); boosted by growth in higher margin mixed-tenure completions. Current private sales rate, 

YTD, 0.54 per site per week, rising to 0.62 in past four weeks. “Net pricing has held relatively firm in the first 11 

weeks supported by an increase in the use of incentives”. Integration of Countryside “making excellent 

progress” with forecast synergies increased from c. £25m pa to c. £60m. Countryside’s manufacturing 

activities rebranded as Vistry Works, with re-opening of third factory planned. Outlook: FY 23 guidance, adj 

PBT, “in excess of £440m, significantly ahead of consensus [of £403m]”. This includes an assumption of FY 

sales rate returning to 0.55 - 0.60. Move into net debt expected. Longer term strategy: volume growth of 10% 

pa in Partnerships and 3% pa in Housebuilding.  Viewpoint: Now almost three weeks into the calendar year, 

Vistry appears to be the first major housebuilder to give firm profit guidance (rather than a caveat-loaded 

range) for the year ahead and this is "significantly ahead of consensus". A more positive tone on the market 
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than those of the increasingly sanguine rivals: the results meeting included the view that “last week's sales 

rate was the best of the year so far and next week will be better again”. Also, a more aggressive on cost 

negotiations: absolute falls of 2 - 3% in build costs are expected for FY 23, rather than reduced inflation 

signalled by rivals with the aim of passing on some of the reductions to customers. The land market "has 

softened" and the group appears more willing than most peers in buying land, particularly within Partnerships.  

 

Economic data 
 

Housing activity. Seasonally-adjusted UK residential transactions in February fell 18% Y/Y to 90,340, 4% lower 

than January 2023, according to yesterday’s ONS data (link). The non-seasonally adjusted estimate for 

February was 76,920, also 18% lower Y/Y and 2% higher than January 2023. 

 

 

House prices. Average UK house prices increased by 6.3% Y/Y to £289,818 in January,  down from +9.3% Y/Y in 

December, according to the ONS (link). The M/M decline between December and January was 1.1%, following 

-0.5% the previous month and bringing the cumulative fall to 1.7% from North November's peak of £294,693. 

Viewpoint: Both the ‘official’ volume and price data – registered at the end of the conveyancing process, 

rather than at various earlier stages in other providers’ statistics – is now reflecting the impact of the 23 

September mini-budget. For both housebuilders would probably have bitten one’s hand off and the majority 

of bearish soothsayers are looking increasingly off the mark. The 18% Y/Y fall in transactions (compared to 

strong comparators) is far lighter than most expectations while a total 1.7% is nowhere near the ‘crash’ many 

pundits predicted. 
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